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Participatory – PAR/PAR

Participatory Action Research
• it is driven by participants (a 

group of people who have a stake 
in the issue being researched), 
rather than an outside sponsor, 
funder or academic 

• it offers a democratic model of 
who can produce, own and use 
knowledge

• it is collaborative at every stage, 
involving discussion, pooling skills 
and working together 

• it is intended to result in some 
action, change or improvement 
on the issue being researched

• Follows a Cycle: Planning, Action, 
Reflection, Evaluation 

• PAR is an approach not a method; 
including Participatory Arts…

…Participatory Arts Research
• Participatory arts research involves 

the process of research/action (art 
production/engagement) and 
reflection on a phenomenon, issue 
or expressed problem

• often site, community and thematic 
based

• uses participatory art & design 
activities and experiences

• promotes creative agency in 
participants  

• findings of the research can confirm 
that participatory arts can be a 
transformative, facilitating tool for 
stimulating relational knowledge 
and critical consciousness, making 
the research process a shared 
experience of collaboration and 
learning



Methods & Practice
1. Governance and stakeholder mapping

2. Walking and static interviews Map walks, cycles; route maps with local groups 
(London Wildlife Trust, Thames Water, LB Waltham Forest/Hackney, LLDC, Canals Trust)  & 
rangers, birders, anglers, local communities and (non)-users; guided walks/surveys

3. Secondary data textual analysis archive of community consultation documents and 
social media data (from platforms: official/non-official Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram 
accounts re. these hydro sites); spatial data analysis & mapping (GIS)

4. Cultural mapping/GIS participation surveys & workshops with local communities 
regarding access, use, safety, perceptions/ecosystems values & heritage around Olympic 
Park, Lee River/Canal, Hackney Wick, Fish and Three Mills Islands

5. Collaborative community engagement events/festivals (Hackney Wick CC 
Festivals, Love the Lea (Walthamstow Marshes), Hidden (New)River, National Mills Festival, 
London Architecture Festival (Three Mills)

6. Co-designed installations design/citizen science: Active Energy Turbine @Three Mills, 
water quality/sediment sampling, Wetlands Exhibition; architecture student heritage re-use 
design project and exhibitions @Three Mills; Water Turbine Aerator refurbished and installed 
by Aquatic Centre, Olympic Park + Geezers workshops with Bow School - design and 
constructing models of turbines, launch in Park.



Hackney Wick & Fish Island
Connected Communities Festival 







Cultural Mapping
Using visualisation and participation to capture 

uses and perceptions of space





Mapping Analysis



The river Lea is one of the most polluted rivers in the UK. Recent storm 

water surges (after a long dry spell) washed pollutants from the roads 

into the Lea killing hundreds if not thousands of fish (the pollutant 

depriving the fish of oxygen)…



Water & Sediment quality sampling

Water quality/Sediment testing, mapping of land-use, sources of pollution, environmental 
impacts and community engagement (site catchments); touring exhibition and visualisation of 
results – sediment=heavy metals but not recorded in official measure of water quality…



Waterside heritage re-use design

• 2nd & 3rd year projects
• Exhibition @ Hub 67 Centre
• London Festival of 

Architecture @ Three Mills



Active Energy and The Geezers 
at Three Mills, Bow





Community engagement and heritage mapping at Three Mills



Phase II

Water Turbine redesigned and relocated to Aquatic Centre; 
Workshops with Bow School and launch in Olympic Park
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